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YouTube Tuesday - Retina art

Posted on Tuesday 5 August 2008 by Eva @ 9:00 am
Filed under: arts & crafts and biology and video

(Its actually on Vimeo, but "Vimeo Tuesday" doesn't roll off the tongue as nicely as "YouTube Tuesday").

This is a video about an artist-in-residence visiting a zebrafish lab studying retina function. I've heard other stories about artists in labs (through Subtle Technologies) but I especially like this documentary about this particular visit, because it makes the science so accessible. The scientists explain the methods they use, and why, and the artist tells about what she learned, and shows the sculpture she made based on the work. Sometimes I'm not entirely sure what the purpose is of such residencies, but once in a while a story like this comes along and I'm reminded that scientists are good at finding out new information about the world and artists are good at finding new ways of presenting information, so if it's done well such a partnership makes perfect sense for both groups. In other cases it sometimes seems as if the residency is only beneficial to the artist, but here both groups seem to be quite happy with the collaboration.

Artist-in-Lab Jill Scott "The Electric Retina" from Anet Nyffeler on Vimeo.

Comments so far:
Artist Jill Scott took part in the "Artists-In-Labs" program which offers annual residencies for artists in laboratories in Switzerland. She's created a "neuromedia sculpture" based on her experiences in Stephan Neuhauss’ lab (found via the Eastern Blot blog). A section of a documentary film on the program can be found after the jump (follow the “Read The Rest” link below). Neuhauss and colleagues published several of the methods they use for retinal analysis earlier this year in CSH Protocols, and articles on Computer-Based Analysis of the Optokinetic Response in Zebrafish Larvae and Electroretinogram (ERG) Measurements in Larval Zebrafish are available.

—article continues—
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Artist-in-Lab Jill Scott "The Electric Retina"

The media artist Jill Scott has created the neuromedia sculpture "The Electric Retina" during her residency at the Neuroscience Lab University Zurich, Switzerland. The Artist-in-Labs program offers 4 annual residencies in Swiss science labs to artists. Scott initiated the program and is its director. Currently the docu is also shown at the ISEA, an electronic arts festival. The film maker Anel Nyffeler directed this docu and currently develops a TV-documentary on the subject Artists and the specific program. Transdisciplinarity is a current overall development in the arts and science.

Jill Scott, Swiss art and mixing Artist-in-labs neuroscience media art. The Electric Retina video. ArtLab Arts. ArtLab Collaboration transdisciplinarity arts science.
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Artist-In-Lab Jill Scott "The Electric Retina"

Vivace sitesinde bulundu

the media artist jill scott has created the neuromedia sculpture "the electric retina" during her residency at the neuroscience lab university zurich, switzerland, the artists-in-labs program offers 4 annual residencies in swiss science labs to artists; scott initiated the program and is its director
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